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Good morning Kieran  
 
My number is 07754267791  
 
My objection falls under all 3 I’d say  

 The prevention of crime and disorder; 
 Public safety; 
 The prevention of public nuisance;  

Our main concern is late opening hours , the fact it’s a residential area , noise pollution acoustic 
levels through joining walls should be a valid enough reason .The trouble it may bring with late 
drinking hours when they are leaving that will not end at 1 am as done May continue to be loud 
outside when waiting to be taken home . The events of boxing / wrestling will attract travellers who 
can most times be loud and intimidating without a drink . We haven’t the policing for anything like 
this in our village . My mum as mentioned before lives alone and has mental health issue that if need 
proof of this we are happy to share with you . It has taken us years to finally calm our village down , 
we had a off license next door at 218 years ago too and had lots of trouble with adults and kids . We 
do not need this happening again . How would this owner guarantee that noise pollution and 
acoustic levels would not travel through the joining walls? are they willing to give triple glazing 
windows to every neighbouring house nearby? How can this owner guarantee that this would not 
attract drug dealers at the back of the premises for people to go out and consume these things 
before or after leaving the premises . The list of concerns are worrying.  
 
 
Kind regards Georgina Ellison  
 
Sent from my iPhone 
 
 
On 28 Jan 2022, at 09:24, Licensing <Licensing@barnsley.gov.uk> wrote: 

  
Good morning Georgina, 
Thank you for your email. 
I’ve spoken with our senior officer, and to help us with processing your objection, you need to 
specify under which of the four licensing objectives you are providing your comments. These four 
objectives are: 

- The prevention of crime and disorder; 
- Public safety; 
- The prevention of public nuisance; 
- The protection of children from harm; 

If you could confirm which objectives you are providing your objections, we’ll then be able to take 
this forward. Your objections should be as evidenced as possible, as hypothetical arguments, 
although of valid concern, may not be accepted as valid objections at this time. 
I’d also be grateful if you could provide us with a daytime contact number so that our senior officer 
may speak with you further if necessary. Please be assured that your objection and any information 
you provide to us will remain confidential. 
Kind Regards, 
Kieran 



Kieran Evans 
Licensing Support Officer 
Legal Services 
Barnsley Council 
Email: licensing@barnsley.gov.uk  
Litigation and Licensing 
Mail: PO Box 634, Barnsley S70 9GG 
Location: Westgate Plaza One, Westgate, Barnsley S70 2DR 
From: georgina Ellison   
Sent: 27 January 2022 21:09 
To: Licensing <Licensing@barnsley.gov.uk> 
Subject: Re: Objection to 216 Barnsley road cudworth S728UH  
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Hi Kieran  
Thank you for your reply ,  
I have read the amended proposal of this planning licensing and I still object strongly to this as my 
mum who is 64 years old lives at 220 Barnsley road cudworth for the passed 35 years , She suffers 
with her mental health already and just the thought of this proposal has unnerved her . 
Having an establishment like this with the hours it is proposing in a village with Residential homes so 
near ( some nights going into the early hours of the following morning along with Live Boxing , music 
, wrestling in door and out door drinking etc would not only cause noise pollution but The Acoustic 
level would have a large impact of residential flats through the joining walls. It will also attract the 
wrong crowds which may result in vandalism to properties around or outbreaks of fights ( attacks ) 
We already do not have enough policing in our village and surroundings for something so big . It has 
taken us years along side the council to finally get the noise pollution And vandalism from gangs 
hanging around in the backs of the shops . Overall this is a village with residence surroundings . We 
are not a town nor a city where something like this would be better suited.  
Kind Regards Georgina Ellison  
Sent from my iPhone 
 
 
 
On 27 Jan 2022, at 12:15, Licensing <Licensing@barnsley.gov.uk> wrote: 

  
Good afternoon, 
Thank you for your email. 
I am accepting your correspondence with regard to the premises licence application being made and 
have escalated to one of our senior officers. 
If you have not done so already, you should contact the Planning team directly with regard to your 
objections. 
Kind Regards, 
Kieran 
Kieran Evans 
Licensing Support Officer 
Legal Services 
Barnsley Council 
Email: licensing@barnsley.gov.uk  
Litigation and Licensing 



Mail: PO Box 634, Barnsley S70 9GG 
Location: Westgate Plaza One, Westgate, Barnsley S70 2DR 
From: georgina Ellison   
Sent: 27 January 2022 10:38 
To: Licensing <Licensing@barnsley.gov.uk> 
Subject: Objection to 216 Barnsley road cudworth S728UH  
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Georgina Georgiades-Ellison 

220 Barnsley Road 
Cudworth 

Barnsley 
S72 8UH 

1st December 2021 
27th January 2022  

Ref: 2021/1164  
214-216 Barnsley Road Cudworth Barnsley S72 8UH 
Case worker: Laura Bennett 
Dear Laura (or whom this may concern), 
I am writing this letter in relation to the recent letter I have received from 
yourself notifying us of the above planning application to a neighbouring 
property. I have been in this village for 35 years with my family and I live above in 
one of the residential premises. 
I sincerely object to this application due to the following reasons. 

1. There are numerous residential flats above the commercial properties, mine 
included at no.220. 

2. The additional noise pollution from the proposed business with extra foot traffic 
and proposed having bands until early hours of the morning.( weekends) 

3. There is limited parking available so how would they have customers getting taxis 
to the bar, deliveries for food and drink and brewery deliveries etc withpossibility 
of the HGV blocking the one way road and no loading bay, which is required. 

4. Having a take away at the rear of the property will attract young gangs of kids/ 
teenagers to hang in a dark alley and cause noise, vandalism, litter etc. 

5. My mother lives in one of the flats above and suffers with mental health issues 
and this has severely stressed her out and unsettled her already. 

6. We already have large issues with litter on the streets, footpaths in the area this 
will increase the issue if went ahead. 

7. The roads surround the property have double yellow lines and bus stops either 
side of the road that impact traffic foot fall and vision. 

8. The increase on the external lighting that he would require for is proposal is also 
an affect on the residents causing light pollution. 



9. The acoustic level would have large impact of the residential flats through the 
joining walls. 

10. The businesses have already struggled, and the pandemic has caused huge 
amount stress on everyone. 
Yours sincerely 
Georgina Georgiades-Ellison 
Sent from my iPhone 
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